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YOUR WORLD IS A BETTER PLACE WITHOUT IT.
YOU DON’T NEED LUCK. YOU NEED US.

A PROVEN PRODUCT THAT
HELPS CONTROL AIRFLOW
AND WATER, AND INCREASES
ENERGY EFFICIENCY.

ORDER
YOUR
BUILDING
PRODUCTS
ANYTIME,
ANYWHERE.

OPTIMIZE THE BUILDING ENVELOPE

Maybe between casts.

taiga spotlight - TYVEK® HOMEWRAP®

DuPont™ Tyvek® HomeWrap® is the original house wrap, incorporating unique
material science that helps keep air and water out while letting water vapour
escape. As a result, it can contribute to improved building durability by helping
to protect homes against damaging wind and rain that can penetrate the exterior
cladding. Tyvek® HomeWrap® can also reduce home energy bills by controlling
airflow and water intrusion, which helps insulate better, allowing the HVAC system
to work more efficiently. It’s a house wrap engineered to keep homes cool in the
summer, warm in the winter, and dry all year.
Available Canada wide.

CONTACT US

taiganow.com

Whatever it takes.
START NOW

taiga connect

taiga highlight - FASTPLANKTM

FastPlank™ EXTRUDED
Aluminum Plank Siding System
A modern and innovative 4” or 6” V-NOTCH™ aluminum plank siding
that combines the best in building technology, with the latest in modern
architectural design.
Ideal for residential, renovation, commercial, institutional, or really
any other application where best-in-class performance and project
efficiency are precedent.
• Concealed fasteners leave your project
with a sleek modern finish.
• FastPlank™ has a fully integrated
rainscreen providing superior protection
against high winds, hail, and fire.
• Clip technology speeds up installation
and eliminates buckling.

CONNECT WITH
US IN YOUR
REGION
Corporate: @taiga_bp

• 50-Year product warranty and a
15-Year warranty on the finish.

Saskatoon: @taiga_bp_sk
Regina: @taiga_bp_regina
Winnipeg: @taiga_bp_wpg
Milton: @taiga_bp_milton

LEARN MORE

Quebec: @taiga_bp_fr
Dartmouth: @taiga_bp_ns

Available Canada wide.

Paradise: @taiga_bp_nl

taiga siding
MOTHER NATURE
DOESN’T PICK
YOUR SIDING.
ONLY LAUGHS WHEN
YOU CHOOSE WRONG.

THAT MAGICAL
OUTDOOR
ADVENTURE
STARTED INSIDE.

RESERVE Engineered Wood Siding can take the hit.
It’s the ultimate in beautiful weather resistant siding that
takes Mother Nature head on. Easy to install in a variety
of solid and stain colours that have warranties to last.

WEST
EAST

taiga survey winner

CONGRATULATIONS TO
BRYCE SILLIKER OF MIRAMICHI, NB.
Just for helping us keep our promise of, ‘Whatever it takes’. Bryce won a $250
prepaid credit card for sharing his feedback. Thank you to all who participated.

Missed a Taiga newsletter? You can find it here!
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THINK INSIDE THE FENCE.
taigabuilding.com

